Abstract. Let R = k[x1, . . . , xn] be a ring of polynomials in a finite number of variables over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0 and let F : R → R be the Frobenius map of R, i.e. F (r) = r p . We explicitly describe an R-module isomorphism HomR(F * (M ), N ) ∼ = HomR(M, F * (N )) for all R-modules M and N . Some recent and potential applications are discussed.
Introduction
The main result of this paper is Theorem 3.3 which is a type of adjointness property for the Frobenius map of a polynomial ring over a perfect field. The interest in this fairly elementary result comes from its striking recent applications (see [5, Sections 5 and 6] and [6] ) and also from the fact that despite extensive inquiries we have not been able to find it in the published literature.
Especially interesting is the application in [6] where a striking new result on local cohomology modules in characteristic p > 0 is deduced from Theorem 3.3. There is no doubt that the same result is true in characteristic 0, but the only currently known (to us) proof is in characteristic p > 0, based on Theorem 3.3. This has motivated what promises to be a very interesting search for some new technique to extend the result in [6] to characteristic 0.
We believe the results of this paper hold a potential for further applications and we discuss some of them in the last section.
Preliminaries
Let R be a regular (but not necessarily local) UFD, let R s and R t be two copies of R (the subscripts stand for source and target) and let F : R s → R t be a finite ring homomorphism. Let be the restriction of scalars functor (i.e. F * (M ) for every R t -module M is the additive group of M regarded as an R s -module via F ) and let
be the functors defined by F ! (N ) = Hom Rs (R t , N ) and F * (N ) = R t ⊗ Rs N for every R s -module N . F * (N ) and F ! (N ), for an R s -module N , have a structure of R s -module via the natural R s -action on R t , while F * (M ), for an R t -module M , retains its old R t -module structure (from before the restriction of scalars). Thus F * (N ), F ! (N ), and F * (M ) are both R s -and R t -modules.
It is well-known that F * is left-adjoint to F * , i.e. there is an isomorphism of R t -modules The main result of this paper is based on a different type of adjointness (see 8 below) which is certainly not well-known (we could not find a reference). Unlike (1) it is not quite canonical but depends on a choice of a certain isomorphism φ (described in (6) below). And it requires the conditions we imposed on R, namely, a regular UFD.
Since R t , being regular, is locally Cohen-Macaulay, it follows from the Auslander-Buchsbaum theorem that the projective dimension of R t as R smodule is zero, i.e. R t is projective, hence locally free, as an R s -module. It is a standard fact that in this case F ! is right adjoint to F * , [2, Ch. 3, Exercise 6.10] i.e. for every R t -module M and every R s -module N there is an R t -module isomorphism
This isomorphism is functorial both in M and in N .
Consider the R t -module H def = Hom Rs (R t , R s ). Since R t is a locally free R s -module of finite rank, it is a standard fact [2, Ch 2, Exercise 5.1(b)] that there is an isomorphism of functors
i.e. for every R s -module N there is an R t -module isomorphism
and this isomorphism is functorial in N . Replacing F ! by H ⊗ Rs − in (2) produces an R t -module isomorphism
which is functorial in M and N .
It follows from [3, Kor. 5.14] that locally H is the canonical module of R t . In particular, the rank of H as R t -module is 1 and therefore H is R t -module isomorphic to some ideal I of R t . According to [3, Kor. 6 .13] the quotient R t /I is locally Gorenstein of dimension dimR t − 1, hence I has pure height 1. Since R t is a UFD, I is principal, i.e. there is an R t -module isomorphism
Hence φ induces an isomorphism of functors
While the isomorphisms (2), (3), (4) and (5) are canonical, the isomorphisms (6), (7) and (8) depend on a choice of φ. Every R t -module isomorphism φ ′ : R t → H is obtained from a fixed φ by multiplication by an invertible element of R t , i.e. φ ′ = c · φ where c ∈ R t is invertible. Therefore the isomorphisms (7) and (8) are defined up to multiplication by an invertible element of R t .
Since the element 1 ∈ R t generates the R s -submodule F (R s ) of R t and does not belong to mR t for any maximal ideal m of R s , the R s -module R t /F (R s ) is projective. Hence applying the functor Hom Rs (−, R s ) to the injective map F : R s → R t produces a surjection H → Hom Rs (R s , R s ). Composing it with the standard R s -module isomorphism Hom Rs (R s , R s )
Composing this latter map with the isomorphism φ from (6) produces an R s -module surjection
If N is an R s -module, applying − ⊗ Rs N to ψ produces an R s -module surjection
It is not hard to check that the isomorphism (8) sends g ∈ Hom Rt (M, F * (N )) to ψ N • g ∈ Hom Rs (F * (M ), N ). [5, 6] crucially depend on this explicit description. We keep the notation of the preceding section.
The Main Result
Let x 1 , . . . , x n be some polynomial generators of R over the field k, i.e. R = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. We denote the multi-index i 1 , . . . , i n byī. Since k is perfect, R t is a free R s -module on the p n monomials eī
Let {fī ∈ H|0 ≤ i j < p for every j} be the dual basis of H, i.e. fī(eī′) = 1 ifī =ī ′ and fī(eī′) = 0 otherwise. If i j > 0, then x j fī = fī′ whereī ′ is the multi-index i 1 , . . .
Denote the multi-index p − 1, . . . , p − 1 by p − 1 and let
Proof. All we have to show is that φ(x j eī) = x j φ(eī) for all indices j and multi-indicesī. This is straightforward from the definition of φ and the above description of the action of x j on eī and fī.
Clearly, F * (N ) = R t ⊗ Rs N = ⊕ī(eī ⊗ Rs N ), as R s -modules. Thus every R s -linear map g : M → F * (N ) has the form g = ⊕ī(eī ⊗ Rs gī) where gī : M → N are R s -linear maps (i.e. gī : F * (M ) → N because M with its R s -module structure is F * (M )). Lemma 3.2. An R s -linear map g : M → F * (N ) as above is R t -linear if and only if gī(−) = g p−1 (e p−1−ī (−)) for everyī (here e p−1−ī ∈ R t acts on (−) ∈ F * (M ) via the R t -module structure on F * (M )).
Proof. Assume g is R t -linear. Then g commutes with multiplication by every element of R t and in particular with multiplication by e p−1−ī . That is g(e p−1−ī (−)) = e p−1−ī g(−). Since e p−1−ī eī = e p−1 , the p − 1-component of e p−1−ī g(−) is e p−1 ⊗ Rs gī(−) while the p − 1-component of g(e p−1−ī (−)) is e p−1 ⊗ Rs g p−1 (e p−1−ī (−)). Since the two p − 1-components are equal, gī(−) = g p−1 (e p−1−ī (−)).
Conversely, assume gī(−) = g p−1 (e p−1−ī (−)) for everyī. To show that g is R t -linear all one has to show is that g commutes with the action of every x j ∈ R t , i.e. theī-components of g(x j (−)) and x j g(−) are the same for allī. If i j > 0, then theī-component of x j g(−) is eī ⊗ Rs gī′(−) whereī ′ is the index i 1 , . . . , i j−1 , i j − 1, i j+1 , . . . , i n while theī-component of g(x j (−)) is eī ⊗ Rs gī(x j (−)). But the fact that gī(−) = g p−1 (e p−1−ī (−)) for everyī implies gī′(−) = gī(x j (−)).
If i j = 0, then theī-component of x j g(−) is eī′′⊗ Rs ( s x j gī′′(−)) where the index i 1 , . . . , i j−1 , p − 1, i j+1 , . . . , i n while theī-component of g(x j (−)) is gī(x j (−)). But the fact that gī(−) = g p−1 (e p−1−ī (−)) for everȳ i implies s x j gī′′(−) = gī(x j (−)).
Finally we are ready for the main result of the paper which is the following explicit description of the isomorphism (8) for the Frobenius map. Theorem 3.3. For every R t -module M and every R s -module N there is an R t -linear isomorphism
Proof. As is pointed out at the end of the preceding section, the isomor-
It is straightforward to check that with φ as in Proposition 3.1 the map ψ of (9) sends e p−1 to 1. This implies that ψ N • g = g p−1 and finishes the proof that formula (11) produces the isomorphism of (8) in one direction. The fact that the other direction of this isomorphism is according to formula (12) has essentially been proven in Lemma 3.2.
Potential Applications
The notion of F -finite modules was introduced in [4] . An F -finite module is determined by a generating morphism, i.e. an R-module homomorphism β : M → F * (M ) where M is a finite R-module. For simplicity assume the R-module M has finite length, i.e. the dimension of M as a vector space over k, which we denote by d, is finite. Then the dimension of F * (M ) as a vector space over k equals p n · d. The number p n can be huge even for quite modest values of p and n. Thus the target of β may be a huge-dimensional vector space even if d, p and n are fairly small. But the R-module F * (M ) has dimension d as a k-vector space, hence the mapβ : F * (M ) → M that corresponds to β under the isomorphism of Theorem 3.3, is a map between two d-dimensional vector spaces. Huge-dimensional vector spaces do not appear! This should make the mapβ easier to manage computationally than the map β. Of course the isomorphism of Theorem 3.3 means that many properties of β could be detected inβ; for example, β is the zero map if and only ifβ is. Therein lies the potential for using Theorem 3.3 to make computations more manageable. Proof. This is immediate from the above commutative diagram considering that the maps F * (R/I) r ′ ⊗r →r ′ r p −→ R/I and R/I r→r p → F * (R/I) correspond to each other under the isomorphism (1) .
In addition to potential use in computation, the material of this section has already been used in a proof of a theoretical result [5, Section 5] .
